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Intrinsic biochemical noise in individual
cells, traditionally considered as harmful
to signal transduction, improves NF-kB
oscillation and entrainment, whereas cell-
to-cell variability in NF-kB natural
frequency creates population
robustness. Together, the two types of
transcriptional noise enable signal
entrainment over a wider range of
dynamic inputs.
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Cells must respond sensitively to time-varying inputs
in complex signaling environments. To understand
how signaling networks process dynamic inputs
into gene expression outputs and the role of noise
in cellular information processing, we studied the im-
mune pathway NF-kB under periodic cytokine inputs
usingmicrofluidic single-cell measurements and sto-
chastic modeling. We find that NF-kB dynamics in fi-
broblasts synchronizewith oscillating TNF signal and
become entrained, leading to significantly increased
NF-kB oscillation amplitude and mRNA output com-
pared to non-entrained response. Simulations show
that intrinsic biochemical noise in individual cells im-
proves NF-kB oscillation and entrainment, whereas
cell-to-cell variability in NF-kB natural frequency
creates population robustness, together enabling
entrainment over a wider range of dynamic inputs.
This wide range is confirmed by experiments where
entrained cells were measured under all input pe-
riods. These results indicate that synergy between
oscillation and noise allows cells to achieve efficient
gene expression in dynamically changing signaling
environments.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding how cells efficiently process information in
rapidly changing and noisy environments is a fundamental prob-
lem in biology. Cells experience environments that fluctuate
over time during physiological conditions such as inflammation,
where oscillating input signals can occur due to pulsatile secre-
tion of signaling molecules from immune cells (Goldbeter et al.,
1990; Han et al., 2012), propagating signaling waves (Falcke,
2003; Schu¨tze et al., 2011; Yde et al., 2011), or by coupling be-
tween upstream pathways (Ge´rard and Goldbeter, 2012; Goldb-
eter and Pourquie´, 2008; Yang et al., 2010; Yoshiura et al., 2007).
How cells process such dynamic inputs into functional gene
expression outputs is not well understood. Further, signaling
systems are subject to biochemical noise originating from sto-
chastic molecular interactions, leading to system noise and
cell-to-cell variability in response to input signals. While it is a
common belief that noise is harmful to information processing
(Cheong et al., 2011), cell signaling pathways perform withremarkable robustness despite ever-present system noise and
variability (Little et al., 1999). It is not clear how cell-signaling
pathways overcome system noise and whether there are func-
tional roles for noise in cellular information processing.
Signaling systems often employ oscillatory network architec-
ture to process environmental inputs (Levine et al., 2013). For
example, specific transcriptional responses can be achieved
by encoding the dose or identity of a constant input signal by
modulating oscillatory response dynamics (Kupzig et al., 2005).
Theoretically, oscillation can be advantageous also in the pro-
cessing of fluctuating and noisy input signals. For example, dy-
namic inputs that contain noise can be transmitted efficiently in
an oscillating system through a phenomenon called stochastic
resonance (Douglass et al., 1993), previously observed in
neuronal circuits (McDonnell and Ward, 2011). Nevertheless,
such a beneficial role for biochemical system noise in the
processing of fluctuating environmental signals has not been
shown.
To study how oscillation and system noise may interact in pro-
cessing of dynamic input signals, we consider the NF-kB sys-
tem, a gene regulatory network central to immune functions
andmany diseases, including autoimmunity and cancer (Hayden
and Ghosh, 2008). NF-kB pathway activation by TNF cytokine
leads to oscillations in p65:p50 heterodimer localization between
the cytoplasm and nucleus (Hayden and Ghosh, 2008; Hoffmann
et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2004), mediated by NF-kB-dependent
induction of negative feedback genes of the IkB family (Fig-
ure 1A). Pathway activation through IKK under TNF occurs in a
digital, switch-like fashion (Tay et al., 2010).
NF-kB oscillations are subject to intrinsic and extrinsic noise,
leading to variable timing between cells that obscures single-
cell behavior in population analyses (Swain et al., 2002; Tay
et al., 2010). Sources of extrinsic noise include different signaling
histories and uneven cell division leading to variation in protein
abundance (Huh and Paulsson, 2011). Variation in TNF receptor
or NF-kB molecules create different response characteristics
between cells (Tay et al., 2010). Significant contributions to
intrinsic (biochemical) noise in NF-kB include burst-like tran-
scription of IkB and A20 negative feedback genes, and recep-
tor-ligand interaction at low ligand concentration (Elowitz et al.,
2002; Tay et al., 2010). Another negative feedback gene IkBε is
induced with a 45 min delay compared to IkBa, which is opti-
mally timed for increasing cell-to-cell oscillation variability, sug-
gesting that transcriptional noise might provide a functional
advantage (Ashall et al., 2009; Paszek et al., 2010).
The function of NF-kB oscillation is not fully understood. Other
pathways like p53 and Notch convert between oscillatory andCell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 381
non-oscillatory response to achieve specific cell fate responses
(Dolmetsch et al., 1998; Kageyama et al., 2008; Purvis et al.,
2012; Purvis and Lahav, 2013). The frequency of oscillation in
ERK, Crz1, and NFAT4 is altered depending on input signal
concentration, achieving expression control across diverse pro-
moters through frequency modulation (Albeck et al., 2013; Ber-
ridge et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2008; Dolmetsch et al., 1998; Eldar
and Elowitz, 2010; Shankaran et al., 2009; Yissachar et al.,
2013). However, NF-kB oscillation frequency (90 to 100 min
peak-to-peak interval) is unchanged across awide range of input
concentrations (Longo et al., 2013; Tay et al., 2010; Turner et al.,
2010), and it is uncertain how NF-kB oscillation changes and di-
rects gene expression in response to a fluctuating input.
Oscillatory systems can experience resonance, where a pe-
riodic stimulus leads to amplified output (Abraham et al.,
2010; Pikovsky et al., 2003). Periodic input may also entrain
or synchronize a population of oscillators so that all oscillators
adopt the same frequency and phase. Entrainment leading to
resonant amplification of NF-kB oscillations may occur for input
signals that fluctuate at a rate similar to the NF-kB natural fre-
quency, increasing the sensitivity of the NF-kB system espe-
cially to small signals. Theoretical studies predict that periodic
input to NF-kB may generate entrainment, quasiperiodic oscil-
lations, or even chaos (Jensen and Krishna, 2012; Wang et al.,
2011). Entrainment, with prominent examples from circadian
rhythms and brain waves, allows oscillatory signaling and tran-
scriptional pathways to synchronize and work in harmony (Re-
ppert and Weaver, 2002; Varela et al., 2001). It is conceivable
that entrainment could reduce cell-to-cell NF-kB oscillation
variability, leading to homogenous transcriptional responses
at the population level. Nevertheless, experimental studies are
lacking on whether NF-kB can experience resonance and
entrainment, and whether there is impact on gene expression
output and variability (Longo et al., 2013; Tay et al., 2010;
Turner et al., 2010).
Although noise is detrimental to signal transmission in linear
systems, it can facilitate information transfer in a non-linear sys-
tem by decreasing the amplitude of a periodic input needed to
achieve coupling (Collins et al., 1996; Lindner et al., 2004; Mori
and Kai, 2002; Zhou et al., 2002). For example, input noise can
facilitate sensory neuron processing (McDonnell and Ward,
2011) and intrinsic noise may cause oscillations to become
more robust to perturbation (Paszek et al., 2010; Perc andMarhl,
2003; Vilar et al., 2002). Extrinsic noise (i.e., variation in signaling
parameters between cells) may also impact entrainment due to
increased population diversity, similar to bacterial bet hedging
when external conditions change (Mondrago´n-Palomino et al.,
2011; Su¨el et al., 2006; Wakamoto et al., 2013). However, it is
not known how noise could affect entrainment of a complex
and physiological mammalian system such as NF-kB.
To probe how oscillation and noise together determine NF-kB-
dependent transcription in dynamic settings, we used a micro-
fluidics-based experimental pipeline that enabled automated
cell stimulation, live imaging, and gene expression measure-
ments (Go´mez-Sjo¨berg et al., 2007; Junkin and Tay, 2014; Kel-
logg et al., 2014; Tay et al., 2010). We delivered various TNF
cytokine inputs to p65/ mouse 3T3 fibroblast cells expressing
p65/DsRed fusion protein at near wild-type levels (Lee et al.,382 Cell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.2009; Tay et al., 2010) (Figures 1B and 2A and 3A). The microflui-
dic chip utilizes computer controlled PDMS membrane valves,
allowing constant perfusion or periodic pulsing of signaling fac-
tors. Ninety-six independent cell culture experiments each with
complex fluidic conditions can be maintained in parallel. Cell im-
ages acquired at 5 min intervals were automatically analyzed,
extracting thousands of single-cell trajectories of NF-kB nuclear
intensity over time (Kellogg et al., 2014). Following periodic TNF
stimulation, cells were retrieved for gene expression analysis in a
high-throughput microfluidic qPCR system to understand the in-
fluence of entrainment on target gene expression (Kellogg et al.,
2014). Furthermore, we performed stochastic simulations using
an established model of NF-kB (Tay et al., 2010) and varied
both intrinsic and extrinsic noise to interpret our experimental
findings and understand the role of noise and oscillations for
NF-kB dynamic signal processing.
RESULTS
Constant TNF Stimulation Generates Sustained, Noisy
NF-kB Oscillations
Previous studies of NF-kB dynamics were subject to TNF ligand
loss due to degradation and cellular internalization, leading to
damped oscillations (Tay et al., 2010). Here, constant TNF con-
centration was achieved by perfusion of fresh TNF-containing
media using an on-chip peristaltic pump (Figure 1B). Under
constant TNF concentration, we observed NF-kB oscillations
sustaining longer than 24 hr with mean period approximately
90 min (Figures 1C and 1D and Movie S1). Cells exhibited
different natural frequencies (between-cell variability) and cy-
cle-to-cycle timing fluctuation (within-cell variability) (Figure 1F).
NF-kB oscillation is robust to changes in dose, and lowered
dose, which generates high receptor-ligand noise, modestly
lengthened the average period and increased period variability
(CV: coefficient of variation, in Figure 1E). These findings show
that NF-kB oscillation sustains under constant TNF input, point-
ing to a conserved function for oscillations.
To understand how noise underlies oscillation variability, we
performed simulations of NF-kB dynamics under constant TNF
concentration. We used a stochastic single-cell model, which
faithfully reproduces the NF-kB dynamics in single 3T3 fibroblast
cells used in this study (Tay et al., 2010). The simulations showed
sustained oscillation and period characteristics similar to our ex-
periments (Figure 1G) (Lipniacki et al., 2004; Lipniacki et al.,
2007; Tay et al., 2010). Varying intrinsic noise in the model asso-
ciated with changes in cycle-to-cycle variability, while changing
extrinsic noise affected variability in average (natural) oscillation
period between cells (Figures 1G and 1H). Magnitudes of
variability for simulations matched that of experimental mea-
surements, supporting an appropriate balance between intrinsic
and extrinsic noise in the model (Figure 1I).
Single-Cell NF-kB Dynamics becomes Entrained under
an Oscillating Cytokine Signal
During inflammation cells operate under dynamic TNF signals,
which may interfere with NF-kB oscillations needed for process-
ing of input dose information and differential gene expression
(Tay et al., 2010). Depending on frequency and amplitude,
Figure 1. Noise Origins of Sustained NF-kB
Oscillation and Heterogeneity
(A) NF-kB transcription factor oscillates between
cytoplasm and nucleus in response to inflamma-
tory signals. NF-kB dynamics relay external sig-
nals to gene expression outputs.
(B) We deliver continuous or periodic inputs to
cells using microfluidic cell culture. In continuous
mode, TNF is flowed over cells to maintain con-
stant concentration.
(C) We record single-cell NF-kB translocation
using live-cell microscopy. Images show nucleus-
cytoplasm oscillations in NF-kB (p65-dsRed) un-
der continuous TNF perfusion. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(D) Under constant 10 ng/ml TNF concentration,
NF-kB shows long sustaining, asynchronous
oscillations.
(E) NF-kB oscillates with mean period 90 min un-
der constant high and low dose input (n = 40 cells).
(F) Pictorial depiction of within- and between-cell
oscillation variability. While cells may have
different mean periods (between-cell variability),
each cell also exhibits fluctuation in its own
oscillation (within-cell variability).
(G) Simulated single cell trajectories show that
extrinsic noise increases between-cell variability,
and intrinsic noise increases within-cell vari-
ability.
(H) In simulations increasing extrinsic noise in-
creases between-cell variability, while increasing
intrinsic noise increases within-cell variability.
(I) Experimentally, we observe 12% period fluc-
tuation between different cells and 34% within
the same cells under 10 ng/ml TNF. Variability
in simulated traces agrees with experimentally
measured values.periodic input to an oscillator like NF-kB can either entrain or
disrupt the oscillation. Entrainment describes when the oscillator
becomes phase-locked and synchronized with the driving stim-
uli (Pikovsky et al., 2003), with prominent examples in biology
from circadian rhythms (Leloup and Goldbeter, 2003; Reppert
and Weaver, 2002) and brain waves, to synthetic bacterial oscil-
lators (Mondrago´n-Palomino et al., 2011). On the other hand,
when entrainment cannot occur due a significant frequency
mismatch between the oscillator and input signal, the result is
a disrupted oscillation that is quasiperiodic or even chaotic
(Jensen and Krishna, 2012; Pikovsky et al., 2003). How NF-kB
responds to sustained periodic inputs that could entrain NF-kB
oscillations has not been experimentally investigated so far.
To test the entrainment capacity of NF-kB and how oscillation
contributes to gene expression control under fluctuating cyto-Cell 160, 381–392kine signals, we applied TNF inputs to
fibroblasts using two stimulation periods
(Figure 2A): in the first case, TNF stimulus
is applied every 120 min, which indeed
efficiently entrained NF-kB after a tran-
sient (Figure 2B). In the second case,
TNF stimulus was provided every
60 min, which was sufficiently mis-
matched from the90 min NF-kB natural
period to induce a disrupted, non-entrained NF-kB response in
most cells (Figure 2C). Movies S2, S3, and S4 show single-cells
under these inputs as well as under 90 min input, and Figure S1
shows the difference between entrained cells and cells oscil-
lating under constant TNF signal. Images selected at three
time points show that for 60 min input NF-kB oscillations remain
asynchronous in the population, and for 120min input NF-kB os-
cillates synchronously across cells (Figures 2D and 2E, also see
andMovies S2, S3, and S4). Population phase variability, a mea-
sure of synchrony, remains high during the time course with
60 min stimulation, but it quickly reduces during 120 min stimu-
lation as the population entrains (Figures 2F and S1B). Simula-
tions with our comprehensive NF-kB model also reproduced
non-entrained and entrained responses under similar inputs
(Figure 2G)., January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 383
Figure 2. Periodic TNF Stimulation Can
Entrain or Disrupt NF-kB Oscillations
(A) We deliver periodic inputs to cells using a mi-
crofluidic cell culture chip. In periodic mode, TNF
is replaced at specified intervals, and ligand decay
(due to cell uptake and degradation) leads to a
periodic sawtooth concentration profile.
(B) Single-cell traces for stimulation at 120 min
input period, which entrains and synchronizes NF-
kB oscillations.
(C) Single-cell NF-kB trajectories measured for
stimulation at 60 min input, which disrupts NF-kB
oscillations.
(D) Image time-series for 120min periodic input for
times t1–t3 indicated by arrows in B. The entrained
cell population oscillates synchronously. Inset:
Nucleus color indicates nuclear NF-kB intensity
from red (low) to green (high). Scale bar, 25 mm.
(E) Image time series for 60 min periodic input for
times t1–t3 indicated by arrows in (B). The cell
population does not synchronize.
(F) Phase variability for 60 min stimulation remains
constant over time. In contrast, during 120 min
stimulation (red), phase variability decreases as
the cell population synchronizes over time.
(G) Simulations reproduce non-entrained and en-
trained responses. See also Figure S1.Entrained NF-kB Oscillation Improves Gene Expression
Efficiency and Reduces Cell-to-Cell Variability
NF-kB regulates hundreds of pro- and anti-inflammatory genes
(Hao and Baltimore, 2013). To understand the influence of en-
trained versus disorderly NF-kB dynamics in gene expression,
we measured time-dependent expression of target genes for
120 min and 60 min periodic TNF stimulation using microfluidic
qPCR (Figures 3A and 3B, S2, and S3). Cells stimulated in
independent chambers of the cell culture chip were harvested
for expression analysis at 30 min time increments (Figure 3A)
(See protocols in Kellogg et al., 2014). Under the entraining
120 min input, gene expression output is notably enhanced,
especially in genes with later induction times (Figure 3C, red
lines). In contrast, 60 min input that leads to non-entrained NF-
kB response caused an impaired transcriptional response (Fig-
ure 3C, blue lines). Importantly, the difference in measured
mRNAexpression is not due toadifference in total TNFexposure,
as there is greater TNF exposure for 60 min input (Figure 3D).
We analyzed single-cell NF-kB trajectories for entrained and
non-entrained conditions to identify what might give rise to
the observed gene expression difference. Since differences are
most evident in the later part of the time course, we focused
our analysis to time after 500 min. We measured NF-kB area un-
der the curve (AUC) and determined the extent that each trace is
oscillatory versus non-oscillatory by power spectral analysis.
The AUC is a measure of total NF-kB protein localization into
the nucleus, which did not change in a significant way to explain384 Cell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.the observed gene expression difference.
Entrained compared to non-entrained
cells showed only 9% increase in NF-kB
area. However, we measured 83% in-
crease in NF-kB oscillatory energy (Fig-
ure 3E). Non-entraining input at 60 min mostly resulted in
non-oscillatory localization profiles, while entraining input at
120 min resulted in strong oscillations with large amplitude
(Figure 3F).
To understand how increased oscillation magnitude under en-
training input could lead to higher transcriptional output, we
simulated traces for 60 and 120 min sawtooth input, similar to
those used in experiments. Simulated NF-kB single cells ex-
hibited similar changes in area and oscillatory energy for en-
trained versus non-entrained conditions (Figures 3G and S2).
However, the existing transcriptional model, which assumed
that NF-kB binding to DNA increases linearly with nuclear NF-
kB concentration (Tay et al., 2010), did not reproduce increased
gene expression for the entrained condition (Figure S2). Experi-
ments indicate that NF-kB binds DNA cooperatively with Hill co-
efficient 4 (Phelps et al., 2000) (Figure S2A). Introducing this
non-linearity in our model created significantly increased tran-
scriptional output for entrained versus non-entrained conditions,
in agreement with our experiments (Figures 3G and S2C) (Wee
et al., 2012). Increasing intrinsic noise led to stronger oscillations
and further amplified the NF-kB-induced gene expression
(Figure 3G). Thus, entraining input leads to strengthening of
NF-kB oscillations, which are further amplified by noise to drive
increased transcriptional output.
We asked whether entrainment could reduce cell-to-cell vari-
ability in transcriptional output in our simulations. Comparing the
coefficient of variation of mRNA output over time indicates that
Figure 3. Entrained NF-kB Oscillations
Improve Transcriptional Efficiency
(A) Cells are cultured and provided periodic stim-
ulation on chip and harvested for qPCR analysis.
(B) TNF stimulation with 60 min period (blue) leads
to non-entrained NF-kB response, and most indi-
vidual cells do not synchronize with the input.
(C) NF-kB regulated gene expression under non-
entrained (60 min stimulation) and entrained
(120 min stimulation) conditions. Higher tran-
scriptional output is seen when NF-kB oscillations
are entrained. Enhanced transcription occurs
consistently for early, middle, and late genes. The
effect is most pronounced for late responding
genes (i.e., ccl5).
(D) Gene expression output measured by area
under curve (AUC). AUC is higher for entrained
compared to non-entrained NF-kB response.
Although 120 min stimulation increases transcript
production, it is not due to higher TNF exposure,
which is lower compared to 60 min stimulation.
(E) Analysis of single-cell NF-kB trajectories shows
modest increase in response area (p = 0.04) and
strong increase in oscillation energy (p = 0.0002)
(bars indicate median ± interquartile range,
p values by Mann-Whitney test.)
(F) Example NF-kB trajectories (for later part of
time course starting at 500 min) and correspond-
ing power spectra for 60 and 120 min input (blue
and red lines, respectively), showing stronger
oscillation under entrained (120 min) input.
(G) Stochastic NF-kB simulation of cells under
either entraining or non-entraining input (left) and
gene expression output (right). Due to non-linear
binding of NF-kB to DNA, stronger oscillation
under entraining input creates increased gene
expression output, in agreement with experiments.
Increasing intrinsic noise amplifies oscillations and
leads to even higher transcription output. mRNA
cell-to-cell variability (measured by Coefficient of
Variation, CV) is lower for entrained cells, indicating
that entrainment reduces cell-to-cell mRNA vari-
ability compared to non-entrained cells.
See also Figure S2 and S3.cell-to-cell transcription variability is significantly reduced under
entraining input (Figure 3G). This result is consistent across
simulated early, middle, and late-response genes (Figure S3).
With reduced mRNA variability between individual cells, oscilla-
tions appear even in the population averaged experimental time
course, especially in late genes (Figure 3C). Therefore, through
entrainment that reduces gene regulatory and gene expression
variability between cells, onemay increase response homogene-
ity of a cell population.
These results reveal the important role for NF-kB oscillations
in generating efficient transcription and indicate that periodicCell 160, 381–392signaling inputs can amplify transcrip-
tional outputs by resonantly stimulating
oscillatory pathways like NF-kB, with a
beneficial role for intrinsic noise in further
improving the transcriptional output.
Moreover, simulations and experimentsshow reduced cell-cell variability in mRNA level for entraining
input. Therefore entrainment provides a way to increase both
expression output and homogeneity of a cell population.
Stochastic Modeling Shows Noise-Enhanced NF-kB
Oscillation and Entrainment
We next turned to simulations to evaluate the robustness of NF-
kB entrainment to changes in the TNF input period and the influ-
ence of noise. Using the deterministic implementation of our
model, we simulated periodic TNF stimulation of NF-kB in single
cells and calculated entrainment ranges. In the space spanned, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 385
Figure 4. Stochastic Modeling Predicts Entrainment to be Robust and that Noise Underlies Enhancement in Oscillation and Entrainment
Range
(A) Deterministic Arnold tongues (gray shaded regions) computed for decay-type TNF input show that entrainment is readily achieved in narrow regions around
90 min and 180 min (TF/TN = 1, 2) periodic stimulation (10 ng/ml TNF). Entrainment is also possible for 30 and 45 min input (TF/TN = 1/3, 1/2). Locations of
experimentally tested values are indicated by blue circles.
(B) Input-output phase relationship andphase-locking. Phase betweenTNF input andNF-kBoutput is calculated as thedistance fromeachNF-kBpeak to the start
of the previous TNF cycle, normalized by the input period. When phase change between cycles is less than a threshold (jft+1 – ftj < 0.15), input and output are
considered phase-locked. Locking can occur at 1:1 ratio (one input cycle for one output cycle), or other ratios such as 1:2 (one input cycle for two output cycles).
(C) Adding intrinsic noise amplifies and sustains NF-kB oscillations in the model under constant TNF input (example single cell traces are shown).
(D) Comparison of entrainment in simulated NF-kB trajectories under low and high intrinsic noise. Under 120 min periodic TNF stimulation, high noise leads to an
entrained response indicated by 120 min peak in the power spectrum. In contrast, the response under low noise is not entrained as seen in the power spectrum
that shows weaker oscillations and only at the natural period.
(legend continued on next page)
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by input modulation amplitude and period (TF), entrainment oc-
curs in triangular regions called Arnold Tongues (Figure 4A) (Erz-
berger et al., 2013; Jensen and Krishna, 2012). On the edges of
Arnold Tongues synchrony between the input and oscillator
breaks down leading to quasiperiodic or aperiodic rhythms.
Deterministic Arnold tongues for NF-kB indicated entrainment
principally when stimulation period is near 1:1 or 1:2 ratio with
the natural period and (TF/TN = 1, 2) (Figure 4A), meaning that
entrainment is expected when the stimulation occurs with a
period near 90 min or near 180 min under 10 ng/ml TNF input.
To understand the role of different noise levels in entrainment,
we simulated periodic TNF signals with varied intrinsic and
extrinsic noise conditions and quantified NF-kB phase locking
by comparing phase of the next cycle ft+1 to that of the current
cycleft. If the phase difference jft+1 –ftj is less than a threshold
(0.15) then the response was considered locked over that cycle
(Figure 4B). Our hybridmodel based onGillespie algorithm incor-
porates experimentally verified intrinsic noise in TNF receptor-
ligand binding, which is dominant at small TNF doses, and in
transcription of IkBa and A20 that constitute the main nega-
tive-feedback loops leading to oscillations (Tay et al., 2010).
Particularly, transcriptional noise arises form stochastic interac-
tion of NF-kB transcription factors with the two copies of IkBa
and A20 genes. We reduced the transcriptional noise by
increasing the gene copy number and proportionally reducing
gene expression rate per copy to maintain unchanged gene
expression and similar NF-kB natural oscillation period between
models. With the stochastic model with greatly reduced intrinsic
noise, entrainment occurs for narrow regions around 90 and
180 min stimulation under high dose (10 ng/ml) TNF periodic
input (Figures 4E and 4F), similar to those in the deterministic
simulations. Simulations with high intrinsic noise under the
same TNF input led to a significant broadening of the entrain-
ment regions (Figures 4E and 4F, dotted line). The intrinsic noise
level in these simulations was matched to the experimental level
in Figure 1. High intrinsic noise in our simulations increased NF-
kB oscillation amplitude of single cells and supported sustained
oscillations needed for entrainment (Figure 4C). The power spec-
trum provides information about entrainment, and degree of
entrainment is indicated by the relative amount of spectral power
at the input period. Example simulated NF-kB single-cell trajec-
tories for 120 min input are seen in Figure 4D, showing signifi-
cantly increased oscillation and spectral power at the input
period for the high noise case. To determine how noise effects
depend on TNF dose and modulation level, we simulated the
same model using computationally efficient stochastic differen-
tial equations, which showed that intrinsic noise improves NF-kB
power at input period when the input modulation is smaller (i.e.,
weaker driving stimuli), as in higher-dose periodic TNF stimula-
tion (Figure S4).
Extrinsic noise generates cell-to-cell variability in NF-kB natu-
ral period (Figures 1G and 1H). When the natural period in an
individual cell is sufficiently close to the TNF input period,(E and F) Entrainment simulation: Under low-noise simulation (extrinsic noise off,
stimulation period (1:1 entrainment, E) and around 180 min period (1:2 entrainme
(dotted line). Extrinsic noise alone also increases entrainment range for the popu
See also Figure S4.entrainment will occur. Extrinsic noise in the system thus in-
creases the probability that at least a portion of cells in the pop-
ulation will entrain to a given input. When we included extrinsic in
addition to intrinsic noise in our simulations, we observed a
further broadening of entrainment ranges NF-kB (Figures 4E
and 4F). Overall, these simulations indicate that extrinsic and
intrinsic noise together enable cells to entrain and drive efficient
transcriptional responses for a wider range of dynamical inputs.
NF-kB Entrainment Range Is Very Broad as Predicted by
Noisy Simulations
To experimentally test the robustness of NF-kB entrainment to
changes in the input, we applied TNF inputs with 30 to 180 min
periods to fibroblasts cultured in separate chambers of the mi-
crofluidic system, under three different TNF doses of 10, 0.5,
and 0.1 ng/ml (Figures 5 and S5). The dataset contains analysis
of approximately 2,000 cells over 24hrs durationmeasured every
5 min, creating more than half a million data points (Movies S2,
S3, and S4). Heatmaps with one row for each single-cell NF-
kB trajectory show population synchrony that improves with
time (Figure 5A). Periodic stimulation with reduced dose leads
to even better entrainment (Figure 5A). The fraction of NF-kB cy-
cles locking to different entrainment ratios was computed for
each stimulation condition, and as anticipated 1:1 locking is
maximized when then stimulation period is near 90 min and 1:2
locking is maximized for 180min stimulation (Figure 5B). Surpris-
ingly, we observed cells having entrained oscillations in every
input period tested, even in those inputs like 120 min that are
not predicted by the deterministic or low noise simulations.
Good agreement is seen between experimental entrainment
values and high-noise model simulations (both under 10 ng/ml
TNF dose) incorporating both extrinsic and intrinsic noise
(Figure 5B). We did not observe dependence on cell density
(Figure S6).
A consequence of natural period diversity is entrainment het-
erogeneity, including the ability for different cells in the popula-
tion to entrain at different ratios. Cells entrained at multiple ratios
or did not entrain and exhibited quasiperiodic oscillation (Fig-
ure 6C). Period probability follows a multimodal distribution,
indicating simultaneous mixture of for example 1:1 and 1:2
locking responses in the population (Figure 6A). Simulations
incorporating only extrinsic noise also generate mixed locking
responses, indicating that locking heterogeneity can arise from
extrinsic noise (Figure 6D).
Period distributions show narrowing with reduced TNF dose,
supporting more effective entrainment (Figure 6B). Comparing
mean pairwise Spearman correlation for population responses
at each input revealed increased correlation as dose decreases
and at larger input periods (Figure 6E). Therefore, NF-kB is more
amenable to entrainment for input level in middle of its dose dy-
namic range (Tay et al., 2010) in agreement with simulation (Fig-
ure S5C). Entrainment is more efficient under input periods larger
than 60 min, and frequencies larger than 0.02 min1 (50 minintrinsic noise reduced), entrainment occurs for narrow regions around 90 min
nt, F). Increasing intrinsic noise in the model broadens regions of entrainment
lation. Adding both extrinsic and intrinsic noise further expands entrainment.
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Figure 5. NF-kB Entrainment Range Is Wide and Agrees with Noisy Model Predictions
(A) Heatmaps of single-cell NF-kB trajectories under different doses of TNF (10, 0.5, and 0.1 ng/ml) for stimulation periods ranging from 30 to 180 min. Color
indicates NF-kB intensity from low (blue) to high (red). Entrainment of individual cells can be visualized with the appearance of well-aligned peaks. Entrainment
and synchronization is pronounced for 90 and 180 min stimulation. Reduced dose leads to greater oscillation synchrony and improved entrainment across all
stimulation periods (Figure S5B).
(B) Comparison of entrainment scores for 10 ng/ml stimulation in various lockingmodes shows agreement between experiments and noisymodel prediction. See
also Figure S5.period) are not observed in the single cell power spectra, indi-
cating that NF-kB system acts like a filter that prevents transmit-
tance of rapid TNF input fluctuations into transcription.
DISCUSSION
Here, we provide insight into the function of transcription factor
dynamics and noise in gene expression control under fluctuating
signaling inputs. Sustained, heterogeneous single-cell NF-kB
oscillations synchronize to an oscillating TNF signal in a wide
range of stimulation frequencies and become entrained. Entrain-
ment causes amplification of NF-kB oscillations and increased
gene expression (Figure 7). Simulations predict that both intrinsic
and extrinsic noise can improve NF-kB entrainment range,
allowing cells to respond synchronously to broader range of
inflammatory signals (Figure 4). Single-cell measurements con-
firmed that indeed NF-kB entrainment occurs in the broad range
as predicted by stochastic modeling (Figure 5). While extrinsic
noise leads to differences in oscillation frequency between cells388 Cell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.creating heterogeneous locking behavior and increases entrain-
ment robustness of the population to changes in input period, a
surprising finding is the beneficial role for intrinsic noise in
dynamical signaling: molecular fluctuation arising from low
copy-number feedback transcripts (IkB and A20) can act to
enhance NF-kB oscillation and expand the range of inputs that
entrain NF-kB and ultimately enhance target gene expression
(Figure 7). Increased gene expression was explained by incorpo-
rating data on non-linear NF-kB-DNA binding affinity into the
model, and we see the greatest differential regulation for late
genes such as Ccl5 in agreement with findings that late genes
are more sensitive to oscillatory regulation (Ashall et al., 2009;
Wee et al., 2012).
Together, our results describe important functions for oscilla-
tion and noise in signaling networks. Transcription factor oscil-
lation allows amplified pathway output in response to a periodic
stimulus and thus increases system efficiency by reducing the
amount of input signal needed to generate strong response.
Oscillation moreover allows control of heterogeneity through
Figure 6. Population Heterogeneity and Dose Dependence of NF-kB Entrainment
(A) Period probability distributions for 10 ng/ml TNF input reveal entrainment at multiple ratios between the input and output period. Under 90 min input, the
population entrains nearly homogeneously with a 90 min phase-locked oscillation (1:1 ratio, red line). In contrast, during 150 min stimulation cells may respond
with a 150 min oscillation (1:1 ratio, red line), or a 75 min oscillation (1:2 ratio, blue line), or without phase-locking (orange line).
(B) Period distributions for multiple TNF concentrations. Lower concentration leads to period distribution narrowing, indicating improved entrainment and
reduced cell-to-cell variability.
(C) Measured single-cell NF-kB traces and power spectra for each locking ratio and an example quasiperiodic response (Not locked).
(D) Simulation with extrinsic noise shows that different locking ratios may occur simultaneously (blue line – 1:1 locking, red and green lines – 1:2 locking).
(E) Mean pairwise spearman correlation in NF-kB dynamics indicating better population entrainment at lower input concentration and at higher input periods.
The NF-kB system efficiently filters rapid input fluctuations with periods shorter than 50 min.
See also Figure S6.synchronization of gene regulatory dynamics across the popu-
lation. By enhancing oscillation and entrainment bandwidth,
noise facilitates efficient transcription in dynamic signaling
contexts.Cytokines like TNF activate multiple signaling pathways, and
resonant pathway stimulation provides a way to achieve specific
responses. A low-dose signal, delivered periodically, could
excite NF-kB oscillations and activate NF-kB signaling whileCell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 389
Figure 7. Role of Intrinsic and Extrinsic
Noise in NF-kB Entrainment and Enhanced
Gene Expression
(A and B) Entrainment score for different inputs
shown on the left side; single-cell NF-kB time
course shown in the middle; and the correspond-
ing mRNA output is shown on the right. (A) Black
curve on the left shows the entrainment range of a
given cell with intrinsic noise, and dashed gray
curve shows the narrower noise-free entrainment
range. Signaling inputs at the edge of the
entrainment range cause non-entrained NF-kB
responses and small amplitude (in blue), resulting
in impaired gene expression output. Intrinsic noise
improves the amplitude and the regularity of NF-
kB oscillations (in red), resulting in increased gene
expression output. Intrinsic noise can increase
entrainment score and also the bandwidth, where
cells entrain to a broader range of input periods.
(B) Extrinsic noise creates cell-to-cell variability in
the entrainment range, resulting in a broader
entrainment bandwidth for the population. Popu-
lation variability in entrainment potential ensures
that at least some cells will entrain under a given
input period.avoiding activation of non-oscillatory pathways (such as AP-1).
Entrainment with resonance also allowsmore efficient communi-
cation. Indeed, we show that a periodic resonant stimulus
achieves greater pathway output while at the same time
requiring fewer TNF molecules than a non-entraining stimulus.
Oscillation with resonance may act as a filter. Non-entraining
inputs like rapid TNF fluctuations are effectively attenuated at
the gene expression level. This may allow NF-kB system to filter
out fast cytokine fluctuations that are not physiological (i.e., input
noise). While NF-kB exhibits a robust natural period of 90 min,
researchers are finding oscillation in many signaling pathways
with differing characteristic frequencies. Therefore the pathway
specificity of a pleiotropic factor such as TNF might be tuned
by changing the frequency with which it stimulates a cell. None-
theless, it is likely that oscillatory pathways are linked within and
between cells more than is currently appreciated (Kupzig et al.,
2005), and temporal filtering allows cells to achieve specific re-
sponses based on the frequency content of input signals.
NF-kB both responds to and drives cytokine production, and
oscillatory cytokine production has been observed in activated
single T cells (Han et al., 2012). Entrainment of NF-kB could be
a coordination mechanism during infection, by controlling para-
crine signals that instruct migration or fate determination of im-
mune cells (Yde et al., 2011). TNF-positive feedback in secretory
immune cells such as macrophages could improve entrainment
at higher cell density, creating amore amplified (andmore homo-
geneous) response (Pe˛kalski et al., 2013). The broad entrainment
range of the NF-kB system allows cells to adapt their oscillation
frequency and gene expression dynamics to match cytokine
fluctuation in the environment.
Our findings suggest a surprising role for noise and oscillation
in mammalian signal transduction and transcriptional control
(Figure 7). In dynamic, physiological signaling scenarios oscilla-
tion provides cells the ability to decode not only the amplitude390 Cell 160, 381–392, January 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.but also frequency content of input signals. Inputs occurring
near the natural frequency of an oscillatory system are amplified
and generate higher gene expression output, while other input
frequencies generate an attenuated response. By enhancing
oscillation and entrainment at small signal modulation noise
may improve the transfer of weaker dynamic signals in the NF-
kB system. Entrainment allows efficient cell-cell communication,
control of cell-cell heterogeneity, and possibility to selectively
activate oscillatory pathways through resonant stimulation. The
prevalence of oscillation in signaling networks suggests that
cells are well-equipped for processing dynamic signals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
TNF-a Stimulation Using Microfluidic Cell Culture
Weuse the cell culture chip described previously (Go´mez-Sjo¨berg et al., 2007).
Cells were seeded in PDMS chambers coated with fibronectin at constant
density 20,000 cells/cm2 and were cultured overnight prior to stimulation.
Standard culture conditions of 5%CO2 and 37
Cwere maintained using an in-
cubation chamber. Mouse TNF-a (Invitrogen) was diluted in DMEM media in
vials pressured with 5% CO2 and kept on ice. Microbore tubing (PEEK, Idex)
connected the TNF-a supply to the chip. For continuous pumping input, the
on-chip peristaltic pump was operated at a flow rate200 nl/min. For periodic
input, TNF-a containing media was introduced and incubated in the chamber,
allowing degradation and internalization of the ligand. The chamber volume is
replaced with fresh TNF-a containingmedia at defined intervals, leading to pe-
riodic sawtooth pattern in ligand concentration.
Cell Retrieval and Gene Expression Analysis
Cells were loaded into the cell culture chip, and a Matlab program delivered
60 min or 120 min periodic inputs with start times staggered by 30 min to
generate time points from 0 to 23.5 hr. Cells in one chamber (approximately
200 cells) were retrieved for each time point. At the conclusion of stimulation,
cells in all chambers were lysed at once on-chip, and retrieved in a 2 ml volume
of lysis buffer using an automated routine. Cells exited the chip through
10 cm length microbore tubing positioned into wells of a 96-well plate.
Wash steps using PBS prior to retrieval prevented cross-contamination of
chambers. cDNA was synthesized using Cells Direct One Step RT-PCR kit (In-
vitrogen). TaqMan primers and probes (Applied Biosystems) were used for
real-time qPCR. Gene expression was assayed using the 48.48 Dynamic Array
IFC chip (Fluidigm). Cycle thresholds (CT) were converted to relative expres-
sion values normalized to GAPDH (2Ct_gapdh - Ct_gene). Total expression abun-
dance was calculated as the integral of the relative expression (using the
Matlab trapz function).
Image Acquisition and Data Processing
The microfluidic chip was mounted on an automated Leica DMI6000B micro-
scope, and fluorescence images (red and green channels for p65 and H2B re-
porters, respectively) were acquired at 203 magnification via a Retiga-SRV
CCD camera (QImaging) every 5–6 min for 24–48 hr. CellProfiler software
(www.cellprofiler.org) and custom Matlab routines (Go´mez-Sjo¨berg et al.,
2007) were used for image processing (available on request). NF-kB activation
was quantified as mean nuclear fluorescence intensity after background
correction. Area-under-curve provides a measure of total NF-kB activity (Tay
et al., 2010) and was quantified as the integral of the NF-kB response (using
Matlab trapz). For peak analysis and heatmaps data were smoothed and stan-
dardized (Matlab functions smooth and zscore) followed by peak detection
(Matlab mspeaks). Peak-to-peak distances were computed as the difference
between peak times (Matlab diff). Cell image overlays aided visualization of
oscillation peaks (colored green) and troughs (colored red).
NF-kB Reporter Cell Line
Mouse (3T3) fibroblasts expressing near-endogenous p65 levels were
described previously (Tay et al., 2010). Briefly, p65/ mouse 3T3 fibroblasts
were engineered to express p65-DsRed under control of 1.5 kb p65 promoter
sequence (Lee et al., 2009; Tay et al., 2010). A clone was selected with mini-
mum detectable fluorescence intensity to achieve near-endogenous expres-
sion level and NF-kB dynamics similar to wild-type (Lee et al., 2009). Addition
of ubiquitin-promoter driven H2B-GFP expression provided a nuclear label to
facilitate automated tracking and image processing.
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